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Abstract: There are numerous literature which studied demand for defence expenditures in developed 

countries as well as developing countries, but few of the cases with China. In this paper, we set up the empirical 

econometric model of China’s defence expenditures on the basis of standard neo-classical theory. With China' s 

official defence expenditures Data, we estimate the demand for China’s defence expenditures in terms of 

economic, security and strategic variables for both periods: 1960-80 and 1981-99. The result indicates that the 

change of China’s defence development strategy in China between the periods has great impact on the demand 

for its defence expenditures. In the period of 1960-80, the demand for defence  expenditures is mainly 

determined by the security environment and the economic factor, and the defence expenditures go beyond the 

endurance of the economic power. In the period of 1981-99, however, it is determined by the lagged defence 

expenditures . 
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The Demand for Defence Expenditures in China:1960-99 

1. Introduction 

There are substantial literature which studied demand for defence expenditures in developed countries as 

well as developing. Most of them hold the view that a country defence expenditures depend on a variety of 

economic, political and military factors from both the internal and external environment.  Smith ,R., (1989 and 

1995) sets up the theory model of demand for defence expenditures from the neoclassical approach, which 

considered the country or state as a rational actor maximising a social welfare function, where security is an 

integral component to be produced by military spending. Many empirical analyses discussed the specific 

factors of economic, security, military variables, such as income, allies’ defence expenditures, hostile nations’ 

defence expenditures, the size of the budget deficit and defence strategy which influence the demand for 

defence expenditures( Murdoch J C., and Sandler, T., 1984,1985, Hartley, K. and Sandler, T. ,1990, Adams and 

Ciprut ,1994, Rosh, R. M. ,1988, Paul Dunne and Sam Perlo- Freeman,2000).These researches indicate, for 

developed countries, that defence expenditures are more affected by economic factors , exterior threat and 

change of defence strategy, etc. They also indicate allies defence expenditures may have a spillin effect on 

some countries, when an increase of a nation’s defence expenditures induces other countries to reduce their 

own defence expenditures. For developing countries, however, the overall economic environment may provide 

a constraint on military burdens over time, but the importance of the strategic factors, security and threat 

perceptions, both internal and external, has to be recognized. 

China' s defence expenditures have already reached 107.64 billions at current RMB yuan( i.e.13.02 

billions $U.S. ) in 1999(China State Statistical Bureau, 2000), 3.69 times than in 1951 and 66.83  per cert than 

in 1980 at comparable prices, (Figure 1.). But in view of the “ burden ”of defence expenditures on GDP, the 

ratio of defence expenditures to GDP declined from 9.15 per cent in 1953 to about 5.51 per cent in 1979, 1.31 

per cent in 1999, 4.2 per cent point decline from 1979 to 1999 ( Figure2). 
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Chi na' s  Defence Expenditures :1950-99
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           Figure1.  the trend of defence expenditures in China at constant prices 1998 

        Source: State Statistical Bureau,2000, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 2000 [China Statistical Yearbook 2000] 

 (Beijing: China Statistical Publishing House)  
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Figure 2. share of China’s defence expenditures in GDP:1952-99 

       Source: State Statistical Bureau,2000, Zhongguo tongji nianjian 2000 [China Statistical Yearbook 2000] (Beijing: China Statistical 

Publishing House)  

In Figure 1, China' s real defence expenditures have grown over the past 50 years, but in Figure 2, China' s 

defence burden has a watershed in 1980: before 1980, the defence burden is higher, and after 1981 is lower. As 

to the demand for defence expenditures and trend change of defence burden in China, Chen(1990,1991), 
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Yuan(1994) argued that the economic environment  and the change of defence strategy  had an effect on its 

defence burden adopting descriptive statistics technic. The findings suggested that the change of defence 

strategy in 1980 gave the main cause for entire difference of China' s defence burden before 1980 and after. 

This conclusion, however, did not get proof of econometrics. In this paper, I try to sort out the determinant s of 

demand for China’s defence expenditures by empirical model in order to make a beneficial complement for the 

filed literature, where this work had not developed because of some constraints( Hartley, K. and Sandler, T. , 

1990 ,P3). 

This paper is divided into a number of sections. Section 2 sets up a theoretical framework of demand for 

defence expenditures based on Smith, R. ’s standard neo- classical model (1995). Section 3 develops the 

empirical model for the analysis and discussed the data sources. Section 4 presents the empirical results and 

analyses. Finally, section 5 offers some conclusions. 

2. Theory Model  

Supposing that there is a national state that the government is a rational actor, and it aims at maximising 

social welfare of a state. From the government’s viewpoint, the social welfare of a state consists of not only 

economic factors, but also security, population, politics factors, etc. Thus we can define a social welfare 

function W, which is a function of utility derived from security S, economic variables( such as private 

consumption C), other government expenditures excluding defence expenditures G,  all conditioned on 

political, strategic and demographic variables Z. The social welfare function is  

                 W=W(S,C,G,Z)                             (1) 

Maximising the social welfare function subject to a budget constraint and a security function. The budget 

constraint is  

Y = Pm M + Pc C                           (2) 

Where Y is nominal aggregate income, Pm and Pc are respectively the prices of real defence expenditures M 

and consumption C.   
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  Security can be defined as perceived freedom from threat of attack. Like utility or welfare, security is 

unobservable, but it can be replaced by some set of quantifiable variables, such as the military forces of the 

country and other countries, which parameterize shifts in the security environment  

      S = S ( M, M1,......�Mn )                  (3) 

Where M denotes military forces of the country, replaced by defence expenditures of the country; 

M1�……,Mn,denotes military forces of other countries, also replaced by defence expenditures.  

For a country, some of other countries may be allies , while others may be hostile or potential hostile. If they 

are allies, there is a spillin effect or free-riding effect from allies’ military activity, namely when an increase in 

other nation’s military activity induces the alleged free-rider to reduce its own military activity. On the contrary, 

if some countries are hostile or potential hostile, an increase in their military activity will induce the country  to 

improve military activity, because the hostile forces pose a threat to its security, and make it increase its defence 

expenditures.  

Supposing Q denotes the military forces of allies, T is the military forces of potential hostile, then equation (3) 

can be rewritten as  

S=�M�Q�T�                                        (4) 

with 

0/ >∂∂ QS 0/ >∂∂ MS �� 0/ <∂∂ TS                        (5) 

In (5), it indicates that security increases when a nation or its allies increases defence expenditures, while 

security decreases when a rival increases its defence outlays. 

Here, we only discuss the partial equilibrium determination of single country’s military forces. Given 

other  conditions , the optimization problem is then solved to give a derived demand function for the level of 

defence expenditures: 

  M = M ( pm/pc� Y� G�Q�T� Z )                   (6) 

For the convenience of calculation, this demand function will need be further assumed  and analyzied on its 
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the appropriate forms. To simplify the analysis, we ignore G, Z and assume that the welfare function is of the 

Stone-Geary form, and then the equation(1) changes to:  

   W =álog C + (1-á) log S                (7) 

Let’s suppose that the country’s government is not aggressive, M denotes its military forces, and has only 

two neighbours, one of which is a potential hostile, with military forces T,  the other of which is an ally, with 

military forces Q. Hence, its linear security function is: 

   S = M+Q-T                                  (8) 

With the budget constraint above, substitute equation(8) into equation(7)�the Lagrangean is then: 

 L = á log C + ( 1-á) log ( M +Q-T ) + ë ( Y - pc C - pm M )     (9) 

Using first order conditions, the linear demand function for defence expenditures can be derived:  

)(1
QTY

p
M

m

−+−= αα                              (10) 

For equation (10),  it indicated that the demand for defence expenditures are determined by income (Y), 

defence goods prices�pm�, preference parameters(á) , and neighbours’ defence expenditures(T,Q) .  

The equation�10�is static.  If we take into account the more realistic assumption that the demand system 

is completely dynamic, and security depends on stocks of military, rather than flows of military, we can also 

establish the dynamic demand model for defence expenditures, modeling after Ron Smith’s dynamic model 

derivation process(Ron Smith,1995) 
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where subscripts t, t-1 on the variables denote the time period, á is preference parameters , ä is the 

depreciation rate of stock of military forces.  

Equation (11) indicates that there are many factors to determine the dynamic demand for defence 

expenditures . Defence expenditures of hostile and ally in time t�Tt�Qt�,the defence expenditures lagged one 
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year�Mt-1�,depreciation rate of military forces�ä�,real income based on military goods prices in time t and 

lagged one time t-1� t
mP

Y )( , 1) −t
mP

Y
£¨ �also constitute the determinants of defence expenditures level, in addition 

to preference parameters (á). 

Obviously, explaining the demand for defence expenditures are far beyond model above mentioned, however, 

formal and explicit theoretical model ensures logical consistency, and provides a basic framework for empirical 

analysis.  

3. Empirical estimation 

3.1 Model and variables 

According to above theoretical description, we can obtain a general form of empirical model for defence 

expenditures  

ME= f�income, spillin, threat, economic variables, military variables, price�  �12� 

Income denotes the country’s gross domestic product; spillin is the lagged defence expenditures of a 

nation’s allies; threat is the lagged defence expenditures of a nation’s adversary; economic variables are other 

economic variables excluding GDP, involving the size of the budget deficit, budget revenue, or other 

government expenditures; military variables may include the lagged defence expenditures, defense 

development strategic shifting, which is a dummy variable; price is military activity’s prices. The prices data is 

usually unavailable because many countries do not calculate the military activity’s prices. As a result, we 

assume that the prices of military activity change at the same rate as prices in the private sector, hence price 

variables can be dropped from the empirical estimate demand equations, since the specification errors are small.

� Murdoch and Sandler,1990�� 

Equation (12) is a general form of demand for defence expenditures. For China, the spillin variable’s spill 

effect does not exist because of the independent foreign policy China pursue. Moreover, since Chinese national 

security policy did not enunciate who may be a hostile or potential hostile in peace time, therefore, it is not 
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suitable to analyses China’s demand for defence expenditures using Threat variable. However, China’s demand 

for defence expenditures over the past 50 years, the first 30 years of the People's Republic (1950-1980) to be 

specific, assuredly come under the strong influence of international security environment. 

In order to exactly reflect the influence of international security environment on China’s demand for defence 

expenditures, we divide security environment into security web and superpower to measure the level of security 

environment, we introduce the security web concept developed by Rose(1988), namely, the demand for 

defence expenditures are affected by international security environment, which  include neighbours (land or 

sea), regional powers capable of projecting their influence beyond their borders, and other countries able to 

affect a country’s security. These countries will be included in a security web. Rosh’s study fails to distinguish 

between the effect of military spending by allies, enemies and neutral countries. Paul Dunne and Sam 

Perlo-Freeman�2000�with the security web concept, divided the countries in security web into enemies, 

potential enemies and others. Their research indicated that a nation is sensitive to the change of defence 

expenditures in the neighbouring countries, especially that of hostile nations. In this paper, we do not intend to 

distinguish countries in the security web likewise. 

Now, the estimating demand equation for China’s defence expenditures, CDE, has the following general 

form:  

CDE=f(income, security environment, economics variables, military variables)  (13) 

According to equation (13), using dynamic demand function, we can write an empirical demand model for 

China’s defence expenditures in linear form  

tDDtTAIWANtUSSR

tUStSECtFDtGDPtCDEtCDE

εββββ
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+
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where CDEt-1 denotes the real China ’s defence expenditures in year t-1�GDPt is China’s real GDP in year 

t;FDt- 1is the size of the real budget deficit in year t-1 indicating that the income and expenses status of 

government budget  lagged one year has certain influence over demand for defence expenditures in this year.  
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SECt-1 denotes the sum of real defence expenditures of all countries in the security web in year t-1. In this 

paper, owing to availability and comparability of data, the security web’s countries only include India, Japan, 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Burma, Philippines, Thailand and Pakistan. The variable indicates that 

the change of defence expenditures in security web’s countries in the previous year will have some 

influence on demand for China’s defence expenditures in this year. In other words, China is sensitive 

to threat from the security web because they increase defence expenditures in last year, and worked 

out its reaction this year.  

USt-1�USSRt-1 are respectively real defence expenditures of US and USSR(Russia)lagged one year . 

Because they are of importance in affecting   China ‘s national security, we separate the two countries 

from the security web. The variables indicate that the change of superpowers’ defence expenditures 

lagged year will impact the demand for China’s defence expenditures in this year.  

TAIWANt-1 denotes the real military expenditures of Taiwanese authorities lagged one year. Because both 

sides across the Taiwan straits have confronted each other over a long time, the Taiwanese authorities have 

been expanding tremendously the armaments and Taiwanese independent forces are rampant since 

1990s, we hope to establish the variable to measure whether the Taiwanese authorities’ armaments 

expansion will impact the demand for the Mainland’s defence expenditures. 

D1 is a dummy variable indicating the impact the change of China ’s defense development strategy on the 

defence expenditures. D1 is equal to 1 for 1960-80 and 0 for 1981-99; D2 is another dummy variable reflecting 

the boundary conflicts between China and the neighbouring countries. D2 is equal to 1 for the year 

1960( Sino-Indian border conflict), 1969�Sino-USSR  border conflict in Zhenbiao Island��1979�Sino-Vietnam 

conflict� and equal to zero otherwise.  

â0 is a constant, âs are estimated coefficients and å t is an error term. 

The expected signs of the coefficients are indicated above the variables in equation (14). The sign of GDPt 

is positive�+��insomuch as the more GDP, the more defence expenditures; the signs of  SEC t-1�USt-1�USSRt-1 
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and TAIWANt-1 are positive�+��since security web, US, USSR and Taiwanese authorities  the increase of 

defence expenditures, will result in china’s ( or Chinese mainland ) corresponding increase in its defence 

expenditures. The signs of D1 and D2 are positive�+��because we expect the defence expenditures in dummy 

period are different from  those in the other period, and even much higher. The sign of FDt- 1  alone is negative

�-��since the defence expenditures may be reduced in public budget  distribution due to budget deficit increase. 

3.2 Data sources 

 China’s defence expenditures, GDP, budget deficit are estimated at constant  RMB yuan ( national currency) 

of 1998, where the real defence expenditures and real budget deficit are calculated, using the general retail 

price index as price deflators, and the real GDP is calculated using the index of GDP at comparable prices. All 

data on China are obtained from China’s officially-published in China Statistical Yearbook-2000.   

The countries in security web only are limited to Ind ia, Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Burma, 

Thailand, Pakistan. The data of the defence expenditures of the security web, US�USSR (Russia)�Taiwanese 

authorities have been gathered from SIPRI, USACDA, where the data on US,USSR (Russia), India, Japan, 

Taiwanese authorities are from SIPRI1, whereas other countries’ data are from the two different sources2 : 

SIPRI in 1989-99, USACDA in 1960-88.  But for the data from USACDA, we have a conversion of 

comparability based on SIPRI. 

As to China’s defence expenditures data, two aspects must be pointed out: a) Most analysts and organizations 

believe that China’s officially-published budget substantially understates its actual spending on national 

defense, and they estimated  China's real defence expenditures vary widely, ranging from $20-140 

billion(IISS,1996). SIPRI’s estimates also have a widening gap with China’s official defence budget , 60 to 80 

per cent higher than China’s official budget(Shaoguan Wang,2000). But our earlier studying finded that 

although China’s officially-published defense budget were underestimate to some extent, the real China’s 

defence expenditures have been exaggerated by most analysts and organizations, though SIPRI’s estimates 

                                                 
1 Some are directly from the yearbook of SIPRI and other data of SIPRI quoted from the other publications. 
2 Owing to data sources limitation, we don’t have a compete set of time series data of SIPRI on hand.  
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are already near the actual amounts. So it is feasible that we can use China’s official data to analyse the demand 

for defence expenditures . B) This study makes no attempt to convert China’s data into a common currency in 

US dollar, like other variables , because the China official exchange rate has not a stable over the past 40 years, 

the exchange rate seldom reflects the rate of aggregate or "average" price levels and thus could lead to enormous 

distortions in comparing defense spending. 

Data used for the estimate are for the 1960-99 period. The China’s defence expenditures, GDP, budget deficit are measured at 

constant price of 1998 RMB yuan.  The defence expenditures of other countries and Taiwanese authorities are measured at the 

SIPRI constant price in 1998$ US.  

4.Empirical results and Analysis 

4.1 The total long-term demand test  

The equation (14) is estimated using Theil-Naggar estimate of ñ(Damodar N. Gujarti,1995�p434) and 

generalized difference equation technique. Parameter estimates of long-term demand for China’s defence 

expenditures are presented in Table 1.  There are three demand models set up in Table 1. Model 1 estimates 

parameters of all variables. Model 2 is obtained after some variables which have  multicollinearity in model 1 

are eliminated. Model 3 only tests the interior factors that influence demand for defence expenditures, 

excluding the security variables from exterior threat. 

 

 
Table 1.      Parameter estimates of the long-term demand for  

China’s defence expenditures: 1960-99   
MODEL1 MODEL2 MODEL3  

â VIF â VIF â VIF 

Constant 
-141.944 
(-1.014)  

-105.375 
(-0.948) 

 
 

-34.023 
(-0.859)  

GDPt 

0.006573*** 
(3.398) 15.155 

0.00521*** 

(4.343) 
6.062 

 
0.00515*** 

(4.454) 5.781 

FDt- 1 
-0.21*� 

(-2.545) 4.167 
-0.208** 

(-2.587**) 
4.086 

 
-0.196** 

(-2.508) 3.975 
TAIWANt-

1 
1.04 

(0.888) 5.782 
1.174 

(1.033) 
5.654 
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USSRt-1 
0.02991 
(0.934) 3.952 

 
 

 
   

USt-1 
0.00354 
(0.121) 1.916 

0.00716 
(0.276) 

1.556 
   

SECt-1 
-0.0174 

(-0.121) 6.722  
6.558 

   

CDEt-1 
0.68*** 
(3.33) 7.428 

0.832*** 

(7.76) 
2.601 

 
0.868*** 

(9.528) 1.934 

D1 
108.698* 

�1,932� 10.613 
86.844** 

(2.058) 
6.2 

 
54.176** 
(2.08) 

2.43 

D2 
79.344** 

(2.291) 1.17 
82.241** 
(2.433) 1.157 

86.145** 

(2.61) 
1.135 

R2 0.893  0.889  0.885  
Adj-R2 0.858  0.863  0.867  

F 25.859  34.415  49.358  
DW 1.978  1.948  1.984  

Notes�1. t ratios in parentheses.  
2.�������� denote significant at the 0.1 level, the 0.05 level and the 0.01 level, respectively.  
3.VIF  is the test index of the multicollinearity, if VIF>10, the variable is significant multicollinearity . 
 

By analyzing the Model 1 to Model3, we find: 

From the statistical point of view, the results of the estimation in all three models are fairly robust,  and these 

regression equations pass the F-test and D-W test very well�goodness of fit (R2)  is about 88 per cent�and 

adjusted ( 2R ) is about 86 per cent. It indicates that basic model accounts for about 86 percent of the variable 

the period of 1960-99 in China’s defence expenditures. So it is suitable using these variables to explain the 

change of demand for China’s defence expenditures. The coefficients have the expected sign, except a security 

web variable. 

A.Viewed from the significance of t-test, the long-term demand for China’s defence expenditures is 

primarily influenced by lagged defence expenditures( CDEt-1) and GDP( GDPt) responded positively and 

significantly at 0.01 level. It indicates that the increase of the demand for China’s defence expenditures is 

accompanied by the national income increase, meantime, the defense budget is distributed, taking into account 

the previous size of the defense expenditures. This empirical result is consistent with the China’s defense 

budgeting system known as ‘ trundling budget’.  
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The size of China’s budget deficit is negative and significant at 0.05 level in Model 1 to Model 3, which 

indicates the previous budget deficit has to be considered when budgeting the defence. 

B. Viewed from the national security in the long run, the defence expenditures of the two superpowers US, 

USSR(Russia) and Taiwanese authorities apparently have certain influence on China's (Chinese mainland) 

defence expenditures. The sign of these variable coefficients is positive, but the influence is extremely 

limited( t test is insignificant). The coefficient sign of security web ( SECt-1) is negative, obviously not fit to 

expected sign. The possible explanation is that Chinese defense development do not make a response to its 

neighbours’ increase of  defence spending, especially, to those of Japanese and Indian over the past 40 years.    

C. For dummy variables, D1 measured the effect the change of Chinese defence development strategy has on 

demand for defence expenditures (which is equal to one for the years 1960-80 and equal to zero for the years 

1981-99). In Model 2 and Model 3, the coefficients are statistically significant, passing the significant test at the 

0.05 level.  It means that change of defense development strategy in 1981 resulted in the difference of demand 

for defence expenditure. The demand for defence expenditures before 1980 went beyond the demand  for 

defence expenditures after 1981. Dummy D1 reasonably explains the cause of two different change in China’s 

defence burden in Figure 2. In other words, the important impact of the shift of Chinese defense development 

strategy is convincingly proved by econometric model. 

Dummy D2 reflecs small boundary conflicts between China and its neighbours since 1960. It is also 

significant because it indicates that the demand for China’s defence expenditures will positively respond to 

such conflicts. 

4.2 Piecewise demand test 

At the beginning of 1980s , China initiated reform wideranging economic, social, political, and military. In 

the military reform, the defense development strategy was adjusted and the defence spending was cut down. 

Because the shift for defence expenditures has noticeably important effect on the demand of defence 

expenditures, we divide the China’ s demand for defence spending into two phases with the year 1980 as the 
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watershed 1: the period of pre-reform, 1960-80 and the period of post-reform,1981-99, which is used to analyse 

and contrast whether the different national security environment and defense development strategy will result 

in different demand for defence expenditures.  

Similar to the total long-term demand analysis, the models in two different periods are estimated using 

Theil-Naggar estimate of ñ and generalized difference equation technique, and we also set up three equations 

for the two different periods. Model 1 estimates parameters of all variables. Model 2 eliminates the 

multicollinearity .Model 3 only tests the interior factors that influence the demand for defence expenditures. 

The parameter estimates of piecewise demand are estimated in Table 2. 

 

 

 
 Table 2.The parameter estimates of piecewise demand for China’s defence expenditures 

 Pre-reform�1960—1980� Post-reform�1981—1999� 
MODEL1 MODEL2 MODEL3 MODEL1 MODEL2 MODEL3  
â VIF â VIF â VIF â VIF â VIF â VIF 

Constant 
-194.583 

(-0.911)  
-503.722 
(-4.922)  

4.696 
(0.104)  

-706.11 
(-0.617)  

20.686 
(0.137)  

-94.093 
(-1.766)  

GDPt 
0.0916*** 

(3.455) 127.02 
0.0539*** 

(6.438) 10.02 
0.0177* 

(1.865) 6.398 
0.00415 

(1.775) 14.292 
0.00316* 

(1.797) 8.142 
0.00226 

(1.601) 4.843 

FDt- 1 
-0.24** 
(-2.63) 1.719 

-0.292*** 

(-3.726) 1.215 
-0.301** 

(-2.462) 1.215 
-0.158 

(-1.289) 8.313 

 

  
-0.093 

(-1.138) 3.386 
TAIWAN

t-1 
-15.304 
(-1.366) 232.556   

  1.298 

(1.259) 1.567 
0.748 

(0.823) 1.225 
  

USSRt-1 
0.02463 
(0.231) 32.55   

  
0.0497 

(1.029) 12.511 
0.0588 
(1.628) 7.039   

USt-1 
0.09687*** 

(3.713) 3.838 
0.112*** 

(5.385) 2.349   
-0.106 

(-1.289) 3.294 
-0.0826* 

(-1.789) 2.759   

SECt-1 
0.411 

(0.389) 74.013     
893.209 

(0.556) 13.966 
 
    

CDEt-1 
0.185* 

(1.203) 13.197 
0.225* 

(1.756) 8.768 
0.714*** 

(4.186) 6.427 
1.125��� 

(4.386) 6.663 
0.984*** 

(4.849) 4.192 
1.189��� 

(6.27) 3.424 

                                                 
1 January, 1981, the Central Commissions of PLA issued a document called ‘on the deflating military expenditures and strictly 
enforcing saving and decreasing ’to the whole army, addressing the defense development must be on the basis of economic 
development, and the military constructions should correspond with financial and material resources provided by country�xu 
guangyi ed., 1990, p86� 
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D1             

D2 
44.022 
(1.552) 1.436   

76.015* 

(1.924) 
1.097  

   
  

R2 0.981  0.972  0.933  0.949  0.939  0.923  
Adj-R2 0.966  0.965  0.914  0.914  0.914  0.907  

F 65.211  123.721  48.873  26.649  37.137  56.242  
DW 2.517  2.318  1.299  1.544  1.619  1.601  

Notes�a. t ratios in parentheses. 
b.��������denote significant at the 0.1 level, the 0.05 level and the 0.01 level, respectively.  
c.VIF is the test index of the multicollinearity, if VIF>10, the variable is significant multicollinearity . 

 

In Table 2, from a statistical point of view, all piecewise regression equations pass F-test and t-test. Goodness 

of fit is good. The models account for about 90-97 per cent of the variation in defence expenditures in the period 

of pre-reform(1960-80) and about 90-95 per cent in the period of post-reform (1981-99).  

Comparing the parameter estimations and test in piecewise demand equations, we find that the determinants 

of demand for China’s defence expenditures in the period of pre- reform are very different from those in the 

period of post-reform. If we take the model 2 in Table 2 with significant at the 0.01 level as criterion, then in the 

period of pre-reform (1960-80), the determinants of China’s defence expenditures are economic factor and 

security factor, namely current real GDP(GDPt), real defence expenditures lagged one year of United States 

(USt-1) and real budget deficit lagged one year(FDt-1). In the period of post-reform(1981-99), the determinant of 

demand for defence expenditures is China’s defence expenditures in the pervious year�CDEt-1� only� 

In the period of pre-reform (1960-80), the economic factor has a extremely important influence on the 

demand for China’s defence expenditures. In model 2 of Table 2(pre-reform), the variable GDPt is quiet 

significant, and t-test value is up to 6.438. This indicates that demand for China’s defence expenditures were 

sustained by   enormous economic resources, that is to say, though China’s economic strength in this period is 

still weak and the national development need substantive resources in every respect, the defense development 

were ensured with vast resources (see Table 3). 
Table 3  the real growth of China’s defence expenditures, GDP,  

budget revenue in China:1960-99 
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Year 

Annual defence 
expenditures growth 

rate��� 
Annual GDP 

growth rate���

Annual Budget 
revenue growth 

rate��� 
1960-80 6.86 6.65 6.33 
1981-99 2.38 10.10 4.47 
1960-99 2.78 8.31 5.06 

      Note: the growth rate is calculated using logY=a+blogt . 
 

The statistical figures in Table 3 suggest that in the period of 1960-80, the real defence expenditures growth 

rate exceeded real economic growth rate and real budget revenue growth rate,while in the most years of 1960s 

the real defence expenditures growth far exceeded the real economic growth ( see Figure 3). Since 1981, 

however, although China’s economic strength is enormously boosting up, and the Chinese government has 

more resources sustaining defense development, the real defence expenditures growth rate declined. In this 

period (1981-99), the real growth rate was  2.38 per cent, not only lower than the growth rate in the preceding 

period, but even much lower than the 10 per cent economic growth rate in the same period. In the period of 

1981-99, the effect of GDP on defence expenditures has obvious ly dropped. The t-test value of GDPt is 1979 , 

only passing the significance test at the 0.1 level.   
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Figure 3. China’s real defence expenditures growth rate and real economic growth rate: 1960-80 
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This is puzzling. But if we observe form the security variables, we can explicitly clear the doubt. If we 

compare the security variables in piecewise demand model in Table 2, model 2, eliminating the 

multicollinearity, we found China’s defence expenditures responded insignificantly and negatively to the 

security variables(USSRt-1, TAIWANt-1 ,USt-1,SECt-1) in the period of post-reform (1981-99) . But in the period 

of pre-reform(1960-80),  China’s defence expenditures responded positive ly and quite significantly to the one 

of security variables, lagged defence expenditures of United States (USt-1), and the t- test value was quite 

significant�t=5.385�. This indicates that the national security factor probably is one of most determinants of 

demand for China’s defence expenditures in that period. This result partially supported the research of Paul 

Dunne and Sam Perlo-Freeman�2000� that for many developing countries military expenditures is often 

independent of economic conditions and generated mainly by the internal logic of the state,  and the importance 

of the strategic factors, security and threat perceptions, both internal and external, has to be recognised.  

In fact, in the period of 1960-80, China was confronted with a grim international security situation. During 

the Cold War, China suffered blockade and hostility from the two superpowers and their military blocks, and 

boundary conflicts (dummy D2) between China and neighbours also occurred in this period. Other major 

incidents  in this period affecting national security were: southeast coastal army executed emergent combat 

readiness task preventing Kuomintang intruding into the Mainland in 1962; PLA ( People ' s Liberation Army ) 

were invited to Vietnam supporting Vietnam against US in 1965-68; Chinese navy  counterattacked southern 

Vietnam navy intruding  Chinese sea area of YongLe island in China' s Nansha Islands in 1974�xu guangyi�

1990�� 

In this period�1960-80��China' s defence expenditures were troubled  by budget deficit, and the lagged size 

of budget deficit were able to markedly impact current demand for defence expenditures. But in the period of 

post-reform�1981-99��the influence of budget deficit had become unimportant�t=-1.138�,responding 

insignificantly with the increase of Chinese financial resources. 
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With the end of the Cold War, the international security environment turned for the better, and the 

determinants of demand for China ' s defence expenditures took a great change. In the period of 

post-reform(1981-99) indicated in Table 2, the variable CDEt-1, the lagged  real defence expenditures, is 

statistically significant , which is the only variable passing significant test at the 0.01 level in all three models. it 

shows that the previous defence expenditures were significantly  important to current defense budgeting. It may 

imply that government distributed defence budget in national public budget just in accordance to the amount of 

defence expenditures in the previous year, namely, it is extrapolated, at a certain rate taking into account the 

amount of defence expenditures in the previous. This guess is justified by statistical data(see Figure 4).  

Figure 4 describes the change trend of nominal defence expenditures growth rate and nominal economic 

growth rate in China since 1985. In Figure 4, excluding the figure of abnormal growth owing to the inflation in 

1994, we find that the nominal growth change of defence expenditures is independent of nominal economic 

growth change, and nominal growth of China ’s defence expenditures almost appear to fluctuate straight in two 

different periods of time 1985-88 and 1989-99. Moreover, according to the Figure 4, we can calculate the most 

simple demand model for nominal defence expenditures:1985-1988�CDEt�CDEt-1(1+5%)�and 1989-1999�

CDEt�CDEt-1(1+15%)� 
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Figure4.  the nominal growth rate of defence expenditures and GDP in China: 1985-99 
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In the period of post-reform (1981-99), the security factor is no longer important to influence the demand for 

China’s defence expenditures. The t-test value of variable USt-1( lagged defence expenditures of United States) 

shifted from positive and quite significant in the period of pre-reform(1960-80) to insignificant and negative in 

the period of post-reform(1981-99), which indicates that the military buildup of United States have become 

statistically insignificant to Chinese national security after 1981. The USSRt-1( the Soviet Union(Russia, after 

1992) lagged defence expenditures) and SECt-1 (the lagged defence expenditures in security web countries) 

were also insignificant. In views of TAIWANt-1, though the Taiwanese authorities’ military spending 

(TAIWANt-1) has a insignificant influence over the Mainland’s defence expenditures in piecewise period, yet 

the t-test value changed from negative to positive. This may mean that in the face of Taiwanese independence 

bid and Taiwanese authorities’ armaments expansion in the period of post-reform (1981-99), Chinese mainland 

may make a certain reaction on defence expenditures. 

5. Conclusions  

This paper provides a detailed empirical analysis of the demand for China’s defence expenditures over the 

past four decades, and in the piecewise period :1960-80 and 1981-99. This empirical findings proved that 

strategy shift of China ’s defense development has a major impact on demand for defence expenditures. This 

impact is manifested not only in the sharp decrease of defense burden, but also in the way of determinants of the 

demand for defence expenditures before and after the reform. The piecewise period findings suggest that before 

the reform (1960-80), the demand for China’s defence expenditures have two major determinants:  the national 

security environment factor and the economic factor. Under the predominance of the security 

environment�the demand for defence expenditures had far exceeded China’s economic development. In this 

period, China’s defense development strategy was based on preparing the armed forces for an imminent war, a 

large-scale war , and even a nuclear war. At the meantime, budget deficit bring a certain pressure on defence 

expenditures as well as defense budgeting in public finance.   

After the reform and openness(1981-99), the determinants of demand for China’s defence expenditures 
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consisted mostly of lagged defence expenditures(CDEt-1) and nation income�GDPt�. The most simple demand 

model for nominal defence expenditures may be written as : CDEt=CDEt-1�1+x%�, where x denotes a certain 

growth rate of defence expenditures, taking the economic gross factor or economic growth into account . 

By analyzing the specially-designed variable TAIWANt-1, we find the empirical result s indicate that the 

defence expenditures of both sides across the Taiwanese straits, to some extent, seem to interact to each other in 

the period of time 1981-99. Since the forces of Taiwanese independence are running rampant and Taiwanese 

authorities have been expanding armaments, it may have a certain impact on the Mainland’ s demand for 

defence expenditures, but the impact is not significant up to the present.  
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